GAA-MISKWAABIKAANG NIIMI’IDIWIN

45TH ANNUAL RED CLIFF POW WOW

JUNE 30-JULY 2, 2023  Honor Our Language

HOST DRUM | MASHKIZIIBI BAD RIVER SINGERS
CO-HOST | ANISHINAWEWIDONG ALWAYS THUNDERING
MC’S | MIIBIZI MIKE SULLIVAN, MAAMBONG LESTER GIBBS
ARENA DIRECTOR | MIKUNDZ JOE MEDICINE
SPIRITUAL ADVISOR | WAAGAAKEYAASH KELLER PAAP

MAKIZIN ATAAEGWIN MAKIZIN GAME | BIDWHEE GIZHIK JOSEPH MONTANO SR.
BAGESE WOMEN’S DISH GAME | SHOGABAABANJIKWE MISTY NORDIN
SATURDAY | JULY 1 | 11AM REGISTRATION | START TIME GRAND ENTRY

MAAMAWI BABAAMOSEDA / BIMIBATOODAA
WALK/RUN FOR WATER & LANGUAGE
BIIDASHMOKWE CAROLYN GOUGE-POWLESS
SATURDAY 7-8AM WALK & PRAY
WIKONDIWIN FEAST
SATURDAY | JULY 1 | 5PM

ADMISSION BUTTON $10
WEEKEND GROUNDS PASS

DANCE SPECIALS

ADULT:
OLD SCHOOL TRADITIONAL DRUM CONTEST
MEN’S WOODLAND / TRADITIONAL SPECIAL
JINGLE DRESS SPECIAL
FANCY SHAWL SPECIAL
GRASS DANCE SPECIAL

YOUTH:
YOUTH BOY’S WOODLAND / TRADITIONAL SPECIAL
YOUTH GIRL’S JINGLE DRESS SPECIAL
YOUTH GIRL’S FANCY SHAWL SPECIAL
YOUTH BOY’S GRASS DANCE SPECIAL
ALL AGES TWO STEP CONTEST

AMBE! NANDA-GIKENDANDAA OJIBWEMOWIN!
OJIBWEMOTAADIDAA NIIMI’IDING.
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

Free camping available on site (first come, first served basis, at your own risk), or reserve a campsite at LWRC Buffalo Bay Campground: 1 (800) 226-9478, toll-free. Family-oriented event. No alcohol. No drugs. No pets. Red Cliff Pow Wow is not responsible for theft, accidents and/or personal injury, damages or lost articles. Subject to change or cancellation.